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MOSER MEETS THE
MAYOR-PAGE 2

,

.4. Weekly Newipaper ,By Students Fi·om The Evanston,
Downtown, And Mil/ord Campuses.

GARDEN BOUND?
SEE HENKEL, PAGE 7

CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 16, 1948

VOLUME XXXII
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DEEN. MARILYN TO. 'REIGN AT PROM
Junior Pi:o1n To Feature Clyde Trask;
Capacity Crowd Expected At GiJis«;>n

Registration Dates Set;
New Courses A11nounced

NOTICE
Because of examinations and
the semester's end, the next
edition of the News will not
appear until February 13.

U. N. Asse1hbly Will
.. Be Dztplicated On
Campus Feb. 25.~.26

Her

Excellency, Prom Queen Marilyn Wohlfrom.

The U. N. Will Come to Xavier!
0!1 February 25 and 26 the
Fieldhouse will be transformed
into an exact replica of the U. N.
Assembly and dramatization of
the debate on the Palestine Ques1tion as it happened at Lake Success will be· presented, according
to an announcement made last
week by the Very Reverend
Celestin J. Steiner S.J., President
of the University.
This enactment of these U. N.
parleys will be the first of its
kind in the United States.
All of the arrangements have
not ·as yet been completed but
the President has told the New:;;
that The Reverend Daniel A.
Lord S.J., director of the Queen's
Work. and prominent Jesuit . lecturer and author will help' to produce the pageant. All of the
members of the university, faculty and students alike will participate eit.her directly or indirectly in the production.
As further details are forthcoming, they will be carried by,
the News.

The Royal Herald, To,m Miller, walks solemnly up to the ·
C
1
throne. Holding the .Royal Mace as his symbol of authority, Sop1iomores
arry
he says iri a loud and forcible voice: "All hail to. Queen£ Off All Honors In
Marilyn and Kfng James." At this time, with the strains o
the ·coronation march filling tpe hall, the King, James Cullen,. Essay Preliminary

and the· Queen,. Marilyn Wohlfrom, · proreed down ~the aisle to "tux-haters" and will be held a·t
The sophomore Class which is
the throne. They. are followed in the Gibson Roof Gardens.
the largest of the four clas~es on
the proression by their attendUnder the able leadership of the Evanston campus and has
ants Betty Otte, Jayne Holtel, Mel Hessler, Junior Class Presi- more r.epresentatives on the cage
Ruth Rahm, Patt Voet, Howard dent, the Prom Committee prom- and grid squads than any
Naberhaus, Neil O'Leary, Mel- ises that the Junior Prom will. other, proved its mettle schovin Hessler, and Tom Hanna. At undoubtedly be the biggest and lastically this week according to
eleven o'clock the "'Prime Min- most successful event of the an announcement of Dr. -Charles
ister, Bert Downing, ascends the school year.
F. Wheeler, Dirj:!ctor of Xavier's
throne, and with sovereign digEnglish Department when he an.
Along with Mel 'Hessler, the nounced the winners in the Jesunity, he crowns the Queen, thus Prom Committee includes~ Bill i't Intercolleg1·a· te Engl1'sh Contest.
,,:climaxing the Prom festivities.
s ewe11• B 0 b W'tt
1 e, D'le k Qlb erThey are·. James Nugent, Cam·Xavier men can be justly proud d'
F d M ·
R 1 h Ch
mg, er
emor, a P
am- bridge, Ohio, first place; second
of their Prom Queen this year. hers, Vince Hembrock, and Jack .place a ti'e between Thomas ~'ar
Marilyn, a graduate of Mercy Cl'
mes.
rel! of the Queen C1'ty and FredAcademy, is a Freshman· at the
University Evening College where
erick V . Scholten, Park Hills,
she is now majoring in sociology. Father Boylan On Mend Kentucky; all Sophomores ..HonShe was chosen as Xavier's choice
Word from Father Steiner's of- orable Mention was acorded to:
for Queen from among a group of fice concerning the condition of Jack Collins, Henry Dorenkamp,
ten Evening College candidates. Father Murtha Boylan is favor- Albert Gruneisen, Jr., and RayBesides holding a regular job as able. Father Boylan, who has mond Newberry.
bookkeeper at the Perkins and been in the Good Samaritan HosThe contest, previously a reguGeohegan . Insurance Company pital for the past four weeks lar feature of the scholastic year
and carrying a full course at Col- suffering from a cerebral hemor- prior to the war, was resumed
lege, Marilyn· has given an un- rhage, has been sitting up lately for the first time this year. The
tiring effort -'to all school activi- and his· condition is reported papers of the top three here at
ties.
somewhat improved. The student Xa.vier will be forwarded to the
• Smooth music fur the qance body is asked to re~ember Fa- regional finals. The awards in
has been promised' by Clyde ther Boylan in their daily prayers this competition are donated by
Trask and his fifteen piece band.
Mr. D. Brenner, Sr. of Chicago.
The Trask aggregation features
Dr. Wheeler stated that thanks
a girl vocalist and boasts of a
IN MEMORIAM
are due all participants and the
complete library of noyeliy numThe faculty and the entire following members of the faculty
bers.
student bOdy extend their who . acted in the capacity of
A few remaining tickets may deepest sympathy to Clem judges: Rev. John J. Wellmuth,
·be obtained from your Junior Beun1er, sophomore In. the S. J., Director of the Philosophy
and Senior class repres~ntatives College of Liberal Arts, on Department, Rev. Paul Sullivan,
. for $3.60 per couple. It's semi- the death of his Father, who S. J'., and Mr. Frank X. Bre~rformal foi: the benefit of you ..._d_1_ed_.1_a_n_u_a_ry_1_z_.- - - - - · · ton of the English Department.

Registration for the second semester will begin on Feb.
6. On this day the freshmen will register from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. These hours hold good for each day of registration. on· Feb. 7, the sophomores will register while on Feb .
8, the juniors, seniors, and graduate students will register.

Out of town students will be al- ---~-------·---lowed to register on Feb. 10. The
Student Teaching Ed 105
University officials expect to have
History of Educ;ation Ed 110
as many studehts register this
English l1enaissance En 147
semester as last, or about 1600.
History of the Catholic Church
The new courses which will be in the United States Hs 149
offered are as 'follows:
I
History of Mexico Hs 153
Personnel Management Ee 171
History
of the Far East Hs 184
Elementary Business Statistics
Ee '181
Conversational French Fr 100

Reorganization Of Dads' Clzib
Begins With Father-So1i Night
A reorganized, revitalized Dads' Club, boasting a netv
program of great significance to the entire university, gets
off to a whirlwind beginning with a Father-Son Get-Together, Tuesday night, January 27, "in the Fieldhouse.
The Rev. Lester A. Linz, S.J., the club's faculty adviser,
urges the whole student body to
attend, and requests. -every .. student in the Cincinnati area to
prevail upon his father to accompany him to this important
meeting.
The far-reaching program
which will be inaugurateif at the
meeting, according to Father
Linz, consists of four main divisions which are the stimulation of enrollment at Xavier, the
provision of scholarships, the
awarding of prizes and awards
for undergraduate activity, and
for the organization of an employment service to graduating
seniors.
During the course of the evening, Father Linz will interview
several seniors who will give
brief outlines of their education,
experience and job need.
Movies of one. or more of Xa-

Annual Retreat J·an. 28, 29, 30;
Rev. Colnon, Retreat Master
The annual retreat will be held this year on the 28, 29,
and 30, of this month. The retreat for Catholics will be held
in the Fieldhouse, and the retreat master will be the Rev.
Edward L. Colnon, S.J. The schedule of exercises is as
,..
follows:
8: 30-Mass, Holy Communion

The schedule of exercises i~
9: 05-Breakfast- Intermission as follows:
10: 00--:-INSTRUCTION - EX9: 30-INSTRUCTION - InterAMINATION OF CONSCIENCE mission in silence
12: 10-Dinner - Intermission in
11:00-INSTRUCTION - Insilence ,..
termission in silence
1: 20-Rosary before the Bless11: 30-Examination of Coned Sacrament
·~
science
1: 30-INSTRUCTION Inter12: 00-Dinner
mission in silence
1: 00-INSTRUCTION
Inter2: 45-INSTRUCTION BE- mission in silence
NEDICTION OF THE BLESS2: 00-Round Table discussion of
.,
ED SACRAMENT
problems
3: 30-Dismissal - confessions 3: 00-Dismissal, - Private con-Private Conferences
ferences with the retreat master
The annual retreat for nonFather' Dietz, the Student
Catholics will be held at the Counsellor, has arranged· for a
same time in the library. .
series of retreats for the weekThe Rev. Paul V. Kennedy, ends of Lent which a student may
S.J., West Baden, Indiana, will substitute for the annual retreat.
conduct the retreat for the non- The retreat masters will not be
members of ~e faculty.
Catholic students.

'

. I

·.

,.

vier's 1947 football games will be
shown and the university band
will be on hand to furnish musical entertainment.
A Board of Governors for the
university was elected December
19 which will endeavor to recruit every father of a Xavier
student into the organization.
Members elected to the board are
for' a three year term: Mayor
Albert D. Cash, Judge Clarence
Sprau!, Clarence F. Bechtold,
John J. Fischer, and Alfred A.
Conway, president of the alumni
association. For two years: J. H.
Albers, John M. Callahan, William C. Cosgrove, John R. Driscoll and J. M. Feiertag. F-0r one
year: Lawrence S. Budde, Edward V. Winter, Charles Steinmetz, J. L. McCarty and R. J
McNamara.-

.
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Xuutrr 11lnturrstty News

Xnv!Ci' Unh·erslty, Jnn. 16, llHS,
weekl7 Hcei!t durlnlf neatloD period
Yol. XXXII, No. 12 Xavier Unlverslt7, B1tmlllon Count7, Cincinnati, Ohio,
E\•au 11 ton. $1.li() per year.
Application for entry as seeond-claH
matter ls pending.
Editor-In-Chief ........................................................................ \VIII lam D. Docklaire, 'ol8
(The vie\\·• and opinion• a• expreHed by various feature wrlterm, eolamnl•t•
and irueat writer• do not 11eceuarll;r expreH the oll'lelal opinion• or tile
Xavier Unh·eralt;r Admlnlstrattlon.
JllatteH or oll'lclal 11atur11 aupearl•s
In the NE\VS will be so deslirnated.)

- - - - - - - -.. Portrait Of A. .Xavier Man

by Al ltloacr

KNIGHTS
The New Mayor Of Cincinnati
and DAZE Tells Of His ·Undergrad Days

By Dick Fairbank•
Pull up a chair, ant have a sity of Cincinnati, from which he
• •
•
.. talk with the Mayor of Cincin- received his Law degree in 1920.
The year· 1948 has been in ex- nati. You've been hearing a lot In the years following he was
istence long enough by this time about the making of a "Xavier with the F. B. I. and also did a
for most of us to have broken a man." Well, the Honorable Al- hitch in the Army. Before and
New Year's resolution or two bert D. Cash, Cincinnati's new after his Army service he pracand the majority of students are Mayor is a Xavier man, and he ticed law.
Xavier men are interested in
no longer placing dates on their· talks your language.
papers as of one year ago. '48
In 1916 the year he graduated, Mayor Cash not only as a ·dishas come leaping in with its 366 young Al' Cash's activities at Xa- tinguished alumnus but aJso as
a fellow-student, for he is endays to find Miss Singlewoman ·
rolled in the "Great Books"
Know What The U. N. Means
ready to pounce on her helpless
course right here on campus. Also
"PEACE begins with the United Nations - the United Na- male prey because she knows .. ·
known to many of the men is
tions Begins with YOU" is the sl.ogan the Cincim:iat~ Pla~ that if she fails to bag him now,
the Mayor's son, Dennis, who is
Committee has adopted for its drive to make Cmcmnah it's all up until 1952.
student here. This close associaa
United Nations conscious.
From a dash of "inside dope'!
tion with Xavier and also his ofThat YOU in United Nations refers to Xavier students we have be!en informed that the
ficial connection with U.C. proin a special way. We're Catho~ic;. we're America~s; ~e're latest addition to her collection
poses a problem which amounts
Jesuit college caliber. We're slurk1i:ig our duty.t~~ice if we of traps, snares, etc, is the "New
to· a dilemna when His Honor atfail to become informed of the workings and activities of the Look Stupendissimo," the purpose
tends• an X-U.C. athletic event.
United Nations.
of which is ,to awe man into a
"I gues~ I'll have to find a spot
Most of you have heard of the results of the recent state Qf partial paralysis which
in the "middle," he says jovially,
"Have you heard of the United Nations" poll. Thi.rty per- chops his "charm resistance" to
and then adroitly changes the
cent of our fair Cincinnati citizens had not. Hence an all-out nil minus. When he is in this
subject.
campaign via the press, radio, and other ~u~cessf~l adve~tis condition, the fatal blow is dealt
Mayor Cash's interel?t in local
ing media, has been launched to make Cmcmnatians United and his days of "free-lancing"
government is probably an inNations conscious.
are over.
A model assembly, the first of its kind in the United According to the "communi·heritance from his father, DenStates, patterned after the UN Assembly will be sponsored que," the use of this latest weanis F. Cash, who graduated from
by Xavier in the Fieldhouse, February 25. and 26, ~o dran;ia- pon is to be declared illegal unXavier in 1887. The elder Mr.
Cash worked in the city prosetize proceedings of the UN on the P~lestme que~~10~. \\:'•th til early spring, at which time lt
this step Xavier takes the lead to provide UN famihanzat10n. is due to appear in two version;;;
cutor's office during the time of
So ~hat? So take advantage of these opportunities to the "New Look Stupendissimo"
some of Cincinnati's most colorMayor Albert D. Cash
acquaint yourself with the UN. From a Christian view- and the "New Look Ultrastupenful trials. He also served as safepoint there's a lot to "Peace begins with the United Nations dissimo," the only difference be- vier ranged from participating in ty Director in 1912 and 1913.
"- The United Nations begins with YOU." Think about.that ing similar to that exist~ng be-· the Oratorical Comest and de- You ask the Mayor for a word
for a while - and then add. this to your prayerful ponder- tween black and white. It is to bating with the Philopedian So- of advice to Xavier students and
ings: The Pope's Christmas message this year was one of the evolve into a contest of effec- ciety, to membership in the So- he wisely refuses to "sermongravest in history.
'
tiveness with poor "Homo notso dality and a spot -0n the varsity ize" to them. But he willingly
sapiens" coming out on the short baseball team. Incidentally, he tells of his "great fondness" for
end of the deal. Extreme is to won the Verkamp Debate Medal Xavier and the men who were his
Come One, Come All
ITH his customary vigor, Father Linz ~as set. about re· vie with extreme, and for your that year and the baseball team teachers, remembering in .particular Father McCormick, his
organizing the Dads' Club on an effective basis and has sake, brothel'., may neither of was defeated only once.
The Mayor remembers that Philosophy professor.
proposed ambitious aims and. purpos.es. These plans, if c~r them win.
ried out fully, will greatly aid the improvement of Xavier For example, hats next season while he was in the third year You've finished your. talk, af.will look like either a snare drum of St. Xavier Higtr School the ter receiving a firm, sincere
facilities, and every student will benefit.
Needless to say, every senior will be pleased to find that full of tropical floral or an ane- property which is now the Avon- handshake from the man in the
he will have an opportunity to obtain a position through mic silver dollar; there will be dale campus was purchased. For opposite chair, you leave; but you
one of the fathers. It also goes without saying that every no medium. Colors worn will a part of that year he attended take with you the picture of the •
student will be stimulated to greater efforts in striving for range from rose pastel to pale classes in the "old clubhouse"- man behind the wide desk-the
man with the steel grey hair and
the awards the Dads will offer. Xavier's enrollment will be blue and then change quicker present Union Building.
After
graduating
from
Xavier,
twinkling eyes. That is the Mayor
than
a
scared
chamelon
to
red
that much increased by the number of scholarships the
red and gold gold (no, that's Mr. Cash attended the Univer- of Cincinnati-a Xavier man.
group is able to offer.
To make such an ambitious program the success it de- not a misprint) and include such
serves to be calls for every student's wholehearted support. tones as Street Railway Orange
It therefore behooves each freshman, sophomore, junior and and a banana split brown with
senior to turn out for the Father-Son gathering, January 27, trimmings -0f "Take rt back after
•
in the Fieldhouse, and, if he's a Cincinnati or vicinity resi- Christmas" purple.
By Rev. W. Erigene Shiel1, S. }.
The
ankle-length
skirts
favored
dent, to bring father along.
by ·some were -0kay in the days
JUST before the Christmas and medical relief, are blocked
of the wild west but won't they season the Holy Father issued or sabotaged. Hope of relief from
Crusade1·s Fall By The Wayside
look swell after a ·half-hour'~ two encyclicals, and he followed the Marshall Plan is sapped by
ECENTLY a member of a practically extinct species: men jaunt in a crowded ·bus on a hot them with two pleading addresses deliberate plan, not only to rewho still fulfill their Rosary Crusade obligations, came summer day. The mile of mater- to the Cardinals and Bishops of ject the aid th~ Plan will give the
up to us and said, "When I go in, there's nobody there, and ial wrapped · up in a ballerina the Church. His encyclicals ur- nations, but to .corrode and diswhen I leave, nobody takes my place."
skirt takes up so much room gently commended the "Most integrate it in all ·the rest of
If sixteen hundred students can joyfully spare three that the 'more chivalrous escort Desired Peace" to ·"All Men of the continent. Free and reprehours watching the Muskies knock some teams' brains out, has to drive his car from the Honesty." (Titles represent the sentative governments find themwhy can not the Rosary Crusade find 176 men who will give running board because the doors opening words ·of each letter.
selves embroiled in the western
up fifteen minutes a week for Our Lady?
·
won't close with him, his date,
From his watchtower in Rome countries with a Party definitely
and a dry-goods store in the the Shepherd of Souls sees world bound on destroying this free
front seat.
events witq no cloud of self-in- rule and putting in its place the
Along with the re.st of the terest fogging his vision. Not a dictatorship of a FORCE pointed
"New Look" comes the bolero party to pJans of plunder or ag- at nothing less than the dominajackets to be worn appropriately grandizment, not yet so immersed tion of all the world. The alterwith the ballerina skirts. Of in trivial affairs that he cannot native to accepting their rule is
By Bob Helmes
·
'
course, there's nothing new about see the woods for the trees, His openly generated chaos.
this .part of the scheme, bar- Holiness throws brilliant light on
Herodotus once wrote: "As
Xaverianus has been having difficulty straightening out his tenders have been wearing them the crisis of mankind.
long as the Athenians were optoenails since they curled up while he was reading an article by for years. Beaded collars, Ubangi
The nations are "already de- pressed they purposely acted as
one Henry Mc Lemore, which found its way into many of the lead- ear-rings, scarfs that double as vastated by the world conflict cowards, as labol'ing for a masing newspapers· of the U. S. on December 8th.
pup tents, and platform shoes and by the ruins and miseries ter; but when "'they were free
Mr. Mc Lemore in taking a strong rap at RAP titled his article, thick as unabridged dictionaries that have been the dolorous con- every man was zealous to labor
"Those College Jerks Nailed the Wrong Guy," and
are to be, as the women wili sequences" of a war without par- for himself. They accordingly
opened it with, "At the risk of looking foolish in
say, "simply a sea-ream". Hand- allel. "The social classes, mutu- did this." And Pius XII, from a
the eyes of my readers, I am going to slip on my
bags are .getting smaller so the ally agitated by biting hatred, far better observation post than
freshman cap, my sophomore saddle shoes, my
gals dump ·the excess articles' threaten, ·with innumerable tu- Herodotus knew, a masterly
junior sophistication and my senior mortar board.
down their baggy Gibson Girl mults and turbulences, as all sec, knowledge of the past, a superb
Only when rigged in this foolish assortment of
sleeves. (F-0r those who don't to undermine and overturn the competence in international afclothes could I discuss the findings of 400 colleges
know, a Gibson Girl sleeve re- very foundations of states."
fairs, and mostly a place of highconcerning a comedian on the air, named Bob
sembles a Bartlett pear with a
This 'threat has been ·carried est responsibility in the designs
Hope." Xaverianus felt that at least the first
hand sticking out of the core out in half of Europe, where the of Providence, enforces the point
clause was appropriate.
at the bottom.)
liberty of citizens and peoples is and begs his flock to put their
Mr. Mc Lemore was exceedingly insulting in
. T-0 dispell any doubts . as to gone. Instead of using productive shoulders to the struggle for
panning the 400 decent colleges forwarding the
the veracity of this article, we effort to rebuild their lives and peace.
Radio Acceptance Poll for stamping Bob Hope's
Bob Helmes
recommend reading the scoop on reinv1gorate their associations in
"Immense are the evils," he
program as unfit for general family patronage, in as much as its feminine fashions which appears economic and political business writes, "to which it is necessary
context contains highly suggestive dialogue; ·and is strictly below in this issue' and try, if you can, the entire ,regimen is turned t~ to apply a remedy, a remedy
the standards of good morals. Mc Lemore remarked, "I would now to conceive mentally something frustrating the immense work of that cannot be longer delayed."
like to ask these bubble gummers' escorts just where they get off besides a Salvador Dali painting. mercy ~ow under way at the in- They are chiefly these three:
. . . I don't like knocking a top guy. When these boys were 15 and
And yet somebody elects worn- stance of the United States. The 1 The economy of many nations
(Continued on,Pa1e 8)
en into congress.
mercies of CARE, American food
(Continued on Pa1e 4)
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FR. SHIELS ILLUMINES LATEST
PAPAL MESSAGES. TO THE WORLD
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FOUR STUDENT CLASS OFFICERS RETIRE FROM POSITIONS
O'Le~ry,

Doivning;; Cullen, Graduate;
.
Freshman O'Brien To Enter Seminary Fatima Lecturer
Three seniors and one freshman have bequeathed their To Appear At Taft
positions in Student Council to selected classmates. The In Forum Series

NFCCS Ply1noutli Sedan Award
Tops Relief Drive Projects

seniors, Neil O'Leary, Bert Downing, retiring Student CounSorn.e fortunate N. F. C. C. S. supporter will be a gleamcil president, and Jim Cullen, senior class president, have John M. Haffert-, widely known
ing
1948
Plymouth Sedan richer and prouder come February
author
and
lecturer,
will
speak
completed the requirements for their degrees and will leave
before the Xaviel' Forum Series, 8. On that day, drawing to award the automobile will be
at the Taft Auditorium, January made in the greatest undertaking to date the Student Relief
·
18. The topic of his talk will be, Drive has staged in this region.
"Russia Will Be Converted."
Author of three well known
books, Mr. Haffert 1because of his
eloquence is often referred to as
the "lay Monsignor Sheen." He
is also the only American to interview the remaining visionary
of Our Lady of Fatima. While in
Portugual he obtained motion
pictures of the blessing of the
sick and one picture of a miraculous cure. Prior to his talk at the
Taft Auditorium he will address
a public gathering at the Covington Public Library Auditorium
on January. 17, at 8:30 p.m.

'X' Host To-NFCCS
National Council

!lert Downing, retiring Student Council Pre~ident, is shown I
turnmg over the gavel to Howard Naberhaus, Semor Class RepreThe National Council of the
sentative, who succeeds him.
the University ·at the close of
this semester.· Their three successors to the Council will be
elec~ed by the senior class today.
Howard Nabefhaus, retiring
chairman of the Social Committee, will ascend to the presidency
of Student Council.
After examinations Bill O'Brien, freshmen class president will
also leave Xavier University and
·will enter the Maryknoll Seminary at Lakewood, New Jersey.
His ·place in Council will be taken by Jim Ryan, at present the
vice-president of the freshman
class, who will assume bot~ the
presidency and vice-presidency
of that class next semester.
Through a peculiar set-up in the
constitution of Student Council
(an attempt is at present being
made to rectify this defect), Mr.Ryan, as vice-president of the
freshmen class, was not included
as a Council, member last semester.
All the new members of Council will be inducted·· into that
body at its next regular meeting on the 19th of January.
The News wishes to congratulate all of the resigning members
of Council for a successful and
industrious term of office and m
the name of the entire student
body extends to them sincere

National Federation of Catholic
hopes for continued success in College Students will meet on
their future endeavors.
Xavier's Evanston campus Saturday, January 31, and Sunday,
February 1, to draft plans fC?r
the Nati,onal Congress to be held
in Philadelphia April 22 to 25.
N.F.C.C.S. members attending
Xavier University was promin- the meeting here will include
ently represented in the 34th representatives from many
An n u al Meeting of the As- schools incluqing Loyola of Chisociation of American Colleges cago, Notre Dame, Boston Colwhich convened in Cincinnati at lege, St. Joseph's College, Philathe Netherland Plaza Hotel, Jan- delphia, Pa., and others.
uary 12 through 14.
Primary object of the meeting
The Very Reveren'd Celestin J. will be to draw a tentative agenda
Steiner, S.J., was appointed to to be used at the National Conthe important nominating com- gress meeting, to introduce NFmittee, and Bishop. John K. Mus- CCS's new chaplain, Rev. Vinsio of the Steubenville Diocese, cent J. Flynn, president of St.
an alumnus of Xavier, delivered Thomas College, St. Paul, Minn.,
one of the opening addresses.
and to consider other plans to be
Discussions and forums of the taken up at the Philadelphia
convention, while topical to ed- meeting.
Ch a r 1 es Hogan of Xavier,
ucation, concerned national and
international problems. Subjects regional president for NFCCS,'
included: The American College said the meeting probably will
and Unesco, Universal Military be conducted in Albers Hall and
Training, and Minority Groups in is open to Xavier students and all
Higher Education.
others wishing to attend.
For its motif or motto, the Association had The Colleges for
Freedom.
Kenneth I. Brown, President 1
of Denison University, was elect- i
ed President of the Association, ·
succeeding Mildred McAfee Hor- ,·
Friday, Jan.16-Junior Prom,
ton, President of Wellesly.
Gibson Roof Garden 9:00

X. U. Prominent At
Association Meet

l

should have some central body ing any school hour.

Collegiate Cliess
League Souglit By
X. U. Pawn Pushers
At the meeting of the Xavier
University Chess Club on January 8 it was decided that the
club would sponsor the formation
of a chess league composed of
six or more collegiate iteams to
play for a trophy which has been
offered.
The meeting was held at the
club room of the Cincinnati
Chess Club, where the membet·s
heard an address by Dr. Palmer
G. Keeney, President of the Cincinnati Club on openings and
problem construction. After the
address Dr. Keeney played nine
games simultaneously with members .of the club, all of which
were won by Dr. Keeney.
The trophy which is offered
for the intercollegiate league was
displayed to the Xavier University Chess Club at this meeting..

Former Premier Of· Aiistria
Commends American Attitude
I

By Fred Neivbill
"The American attitude at present is the only way to maintain
peaee and prevent further aggression," stated Dr. Kurt von Schuschnigg in an interview on January 10. The former premier of Austria,
in power when that country fell to Hitler in 1938, added, "To ma,
what is happening is quite like 1938 and 1939, only a different to-

Peel{ Of The
Weel{

p.m.
•
Sunday, Jan. 18 - Cana Conference, Albers Hall Lobby.
Tuesday, Jan. 20 - Semester
exams begin.
By Jim O'Brien
Basketball: Xavier vs. VanThe latest meetings of Student to whom they could report their
derbilt, ther~.
Council have been the occasions future presentations so that all Saturday, Jan. 24 - Basketball:
for much discussion and plan- notices of such events could 'be
Xavier vs. Kent State, here.
ning concerning a new publicity collected, distributed and pub- Sunday, Jan. 25 - Musketeer
committee on the campus. _Most lished before the affairs took
Wives J»eeting, Albers Hall
of Jhe members have agreed that place and be brought properly
Lobby, 2:00 p.m.
publicity at Xavier needs a boost, before the students and the gen- . Tuesday, Jan. 27 - End of
particularly in ce1-tain aspects. eral public.
I Semester Exams.
Jim Cullen, Dick Henkel, and
A committee, composed of Dick Wednesday, Jan. 28 - Annual
Paul O'Brien have been the Henkel and Paul O'Brien has conRetreat for all Evanston
leaders and· the idea for a pub- tacted each division of the school
Campus students.
licity committee was first pro- having anything to do with pub- 1 Friday, Jan. 30- Retreat ends.
posed 'by Mr. Cullen. These men licity and has made some recom- Saturday, Jan. 31 - Basketfeel that among other·.things: the mendations to Council towards
ball: Xavier vs. U. of Descrambled condition of bulletin promoting a publicity committee.
troit, here.
boards is deplorable and must be
Gabe Hartke, junior class rep- Sunday, Feb. 1, Xavier
remedied; that most school pub- resentative, took the floor to anForum Taft Auditorium. ·
licity is too· general lmd not nounce that the Clef Club had Monday, Feb. 2 - Basketball:
great enough; that' s~cial func- agreed to comply with the sugXaxier vs. Ohio U., here.
tions, in a great many cases, are gestion made to Student Council Tuesday, Feb. 3 - Basketball:
not accompanied by the right that it record Xavier school songs
Xavier vs. Bowling Green,
direction of publicity; that what to be played in the South Hall
here.
an out-of-town student is doing juke box. The records will be Friday, Feb. 6 - Re1istratlon
at Xavier is not too well known made as soon as a suitable night
for freshmen.
·
in his home town - not only in for all Clef Club members and Saturday, Feb. 7 - Re11Btra·
athletic events but in other ac- the proper recorder could be
tion for sophomores.
tivities as well. They also believe determined, and ·will be available
Basketball: Xavier vs. Loythat organizations on the campus for playing by any student durola of Cblcqo, here,

Council Forms Publicity Unit,'
Assures School Song Records

All of the Catholic colleges in
the United States are participating in this drive which has for
its purpose the raising of a fund
to help foreign students in warravaged Europe.
Robert Conway, Xaxier's senior delegate to the Federation
strongly suggests that all students distribute their tickets for
the Plymouth this week, for all
returns must be made · before
February 1. Circulation of the
tickets thus far has been encouraging, Conway stated, but he
emphasized that" students should
remeftlber that "time is of essence."
Tickets may be otained from
members of Student Council, the
N. E'. C. S. S. committee, Milt
Partraidge at the library desk,
and in South Hall.
Conway also stated that should
any student wish to take the
the semester holidays, he may
make returns thrbugh the mail
if they are posted to reach the
university before February 1.

Reporter Fred Newbill interviews Dr. Kurt von Schuschnlgg at
his suite in the Netherland Plaza prior to his appearance before
the Xavier Forum, January 11.
talitarianism is responsible." He antee of peace,"· certain being
saw a bright spot, however, in used in the sense of specific, not
that Greece, in the same situation accomplished fact.
as Austria in 1938, is being supIn his speech on January 11
under the auspices of the Xaported "morally arid practically,'' vier Forum, he reiterated .the
in contrast to Austria, which was above statements, declaring that
"then practically isolated."
Central Europe is most concerned
The Marshall Plan, according with the possibility of the United
to Dr. von Schuschnigg, is en- States again losing interest in
thusiastically hailed throughout Europe's problems.
Europe with only peoples " ab"Unless,'' he said, "there is
solutely influenced by Commun- chaos, general despair and starist .propaganda" dissenting. He vation, ther is no real reason to
intimates that one of the widely doubt the ability of Europe to
cheered features of the plan is recover, thereby leading to a
the fact that it provides .an op- peaceful and prosperous future
portunity for economic recovery for mankind."
as well as much needed direct aid.
This summer Dr. von SchuschWhile realizing that the present nigg will teach at the Jesuit uniGreat ·Powers setup is not ideal versity, St. Louis U. He, has high
b"1t only "an emergency arrange- regard for Jesuit education, sayment," Dr. von Schuschnigg be- ing that he was "very proud" to
lieves that war is not inevitable. have spent eight years under
To be more precise, "The balance Jesuits in his school days. Dr.
of ·power between the leading von Schuschnigg likewise thinks
Western nations and Eastern na- highly of American education in
tions sems to give a certain guar· general.

....
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FR. SHIELS ILLUMINES LATEST Rifle Tea1n Fii-es
PAPAL MESSAGES TO THE WORLD For Heai-st Trophy
(Continued from Page 2)
the rebuilding of economic struc.. .is in a state of such uncer-· tures, but its determination can
tainty and exhaustion that often only be undermined by a change
it is not in condition to resolve in the thougnts and volitions of
the problems that arise and to of man. And in the last analysis
provide for those opportune these yield to no less a force
works with which work could than prayer. Hence the Holy
be given such as are, unfor- Father calls for US all to use that
tunately, constrained against force continuously. And to intheir will to unfruitful idle- sure its results, he begs us to
have the little children do it most
ness.
2 There are not lacking those- of all, for t.heir prayer is the
who aggravate and fatten on st~ongest voice ·that man can
the misery of the proletarian raise to God.
classes, f oilowing a plan, and G
, B
d N
l
thu1s obstructing those noble
overnors
oar
aniet
efforts with which in :strict
Xavier's Alumni Association reorder and with justice the rebuilding of fortunes now dispersed is attempted.
3 It is necessary that all unde:stand that it is not in discord
with tumults and frightful

The Xavier ROTC Rifle team,
composed of 25 select Cadet
marksmen, will i fire their initial
match of the year before February 12. The match, the Hearst
Trophy Match, "brings into competition such expert teams as
Ohio State, University of Cincinnati, Culver Military Academy, last year's winner, Virginia
Military Institute, and the University of Kentucky;.
Last year Xavier finished sixteenth out of the approximate 2~
schools and colleges in the Second
Army district.

Please - 1nay I 1nake
a Sllggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.

Fountain Square Hotel

Cincinnati; Ohio

-------------19! .;.-------------------------

cently held an election to add
five members to the organization's Board of Governors. The
For
new members are Eciward P.
GOOD TASTE
Vonderhaar, Jack Mulvihill, Paul
GOOD HEALTH
Riesenberg, Vincent H. Beckman,
Jr., and Wilson J. (Woody) Sanmassacres, that lost goods may der. Term of office is to be three
be regained or those in danger
saved, but only with active years.
concord, with mutual underBACK STUDENT RELIEF!!
standing, with peaceful labor.
for "men, women
To the hierarchy of the Church
and children.
XAVIER's FAVORITE
and to "All Men of Honesty" his
BARBER
message brings a cry for help.
Much help is now going forward,
JULIUS LOHR
and more is in promise. But with
3757 Montgomery Road
An Independent Slnee 110
his supernatural wisdom Pope
3 Blocks East of Campus
Pius XII knows that supernatur-1~~~~~~~~~:'..:::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
al weapons and powers can break
down any obstacle built by nature or by deliberate design. Such
an obstacle is the fanatical union of international Communism.
Its impact may be weakened by

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes

...

and
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~'I guess. it began when I was just. a kid;
making non-stop flights around the dining·
room table. Latc1· on, the town got an airport. I got to know evc1·y plane, right down
to the smallest bolts and scrnws.

"During the war I took off with the
Aviation Cadets. The folks were all for
it. They figured- correctly- that it was
the best way to get me into the air where I
belonged.

''I made it ·a11 right. Trained in the best
planes the Air Force has, and now I'm
heading for transition work in jets. The
pay? Now that I'm a pilot, $33,6 a month,
plus $500 for each year of active duty. And
there's plenty of room for promotions.
"But that's not the real point. Some-men
belong in the air. They 'vcre horn wanting
wings-,,vith the action, the pride, the freedom that go with them. There's no better
way to have all that, along with the world's
.finest flying training, than to join the A via·
tion Cadets. And the futurn-in civilian
aviation 01· in the Air Force-is as wi_dc open
as the hodzon. If you want the fast-moving
life, why not drop around to the Recruiting
, Station in your community or the nearest
Air Force installation."

U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service

ORCHESTRA
CO&.UM8• ...

•1.co11to•

SAT. JAN. 1.7

Clyde Trask
And His Orchestra

Cincy's Most..
Reasonable Menu
\.

1

Reservations CH 3086 -

with the Aviation Cadets

-

.. - -·-----·--.-··-·--··-....... ,., ....... -·' -
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• Xavier University Evening ·College News •

KasimuF~rmal To Be Jan.17th;

Jellison Of WLW Featu1·ed
Soror·Fraternity Dance At Gibson Ballromn;
Scholarship Fund To Benefit Front Proceeds

•

Floats Featured At Boosters'
Mardi-Gras Dance, Feb. 8th

GH 0 IC E
CH ATT E R Traditional~
Pre-Lenten Fling In Auditorium;
"Rhythm Aces" Will Provide The Melodies
By M,iry J!lcKay

Vern Downing's latest guaranteed squelcher is: "May you turn
into a centipede with ingrown
toenails!"

• • •

That glow in the halls isn't
from ·the Northern Lights but
those diamonds that were passed
out at Christmas to various XU
belles-1946's Prom Queen Jeanne
Buschmiller and JJohnny Ryan
have announced their engagement, as have News editor B1u
Bocklage and ·Jeanne Koop. . .
ditto Dick Busemeyer and Margie
Voss.

.. .

,

IA girl at college, Miss Breese
Weighed down by B. A.'s and
Litt. D's
Collapsed from the strain
Said the doctor, "'Tis plain
You are killing yourself-by
degrees."

Booster committee members Carl Grome, Thelma Dinsmore,
Larry Barker, and Marilyn Wolfrum take a "pause that refreshes"
while completing plans for the February Mardi-Gras Dance.

Contesting floats will vie for honors and cash prizes at
the Booster Club's pre·Lenten Mardi-Gras Dance, which is
being held at the Fourth Floor Auditorium of the Evening
College on Sunday, February 8, general chairman Larry
• • •
Former honorary cadet colonel
Barker has announced.

Jack Jellison

Hotel Gibson Ballroom is to be the scene of the annual
formal dance sponsored by Kappa Sigma Mu, E,vening College soror-fraternity. Proceeds of the dance, which will be
held on Saturday, January 17, will be donated to the scholar·
ship fund. Admission is $5.00 per couple.
Music will be furnished by/Jack
Jellison, .pictured above, currently featured at local nightspots
and as recording ·orchestra for
station WLW;
Special honors are planned for
pioneer members of the group,
including Founder, Anna Mentink. F·rom the time of its organization in 1920, the organization
has grown t9 its present membership of 350. It is primarily
an alumna! group which promotes social activities and fasters allegiance to the Xavier Even-

~~~~~~~~~--~~~

Ginnie Niemer and husband Cy
Collins ('40 Xavier grad) have
their second child as a belated
Christmas gift. Her sister, Agnes,
presented hubby Bob Morand
with their first baby fifteen
hours later.

Editor Appointed

Appointment of Mary Frances
Walters as editor of the newlyformed Kappa Sigma Mu publication was announced by Norbert Backhus, .president of the
group. The appointment was
•
made at the annual meeting' of
Horse sense is what keeps horses the fraternity on January 9.
from betting on what people
Miss Walters, who is an emwill do.
ployee of the Frederic Ziv Com- - - - - - - - - - - - - pany, lives in Amelia, Ohio.

• •

ing College.
Ralph Ries and Ruth Cunningham are serving as co-chairmen
of the arrangements· ·committee
which includes Howard Ortman,
,Joseph Westendorf, N ·o r be rt
Backhus, John Busse, Grace EVENING COLLEGE PEEK
Kern, Roy Norris. Charles Tie- Thursday, January 15 - League
meier, Robert Lameier, George
Bowling, 7:30, Evanston Cam·
Eheman, Richard Roth, Mike
pus Alleys.
Maher, and James Hughes.
'choral Club Practice, 8:00, 4th
. Reservations may be made by
·
Floor, Downtown College.
contacting Mrs. Ralph Ries, WO
0440, or Mrs. Norbert Backhus, Friday, January 16 - Day School
Junior Prom, 9:00, Gibson Hotel
SY 9445-J.
Roof Garden.
Saturday, January 17 - Kappa
Sigma l\lu Formal Dance, 9:00,
Gibson Hotel Ballroom.
Monday, January 19 - League
Bowling, 7:30 and 9:30, Evan·
ston Campus Alleys.
Philosophy Club Meeting, 4th
Floor, Downtown College.
Wednesday, January 21 - League
Bowling, 7:30 Evanston Campus
Alleys.
·

BASKETBALL?
ME TOO, SAY GmLSBa~ketball is in the offing for
the feminine students of the
evening college if a court can
be obtained for their use, cocommittee heads Julie Geeks and
Thelma Dinsmore state. Faculty
approval has been secured and
as soon as other necessary arrangements can be completed, intramural teams· are to be form~d
and schedules planned.
Notices will be posted on the
bulletin boards to be signed by
interested students or Miss Geeks
may be contacted at BRamble
1078-W or BRamble 3137.

I

FOODS
from
.
,
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1
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537 EAST PEARL ST.
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Registration for the Evening
College second semester courses
is underway from now through
January 30. Classes begin February 5, following a post-exam
three day vacation, February 2,
3, and 4.
Students are asked to register
at the Evening College office any
day except Saturday, from twelve
to nine p.m.
·
•

What Mme. ''X" Will Wear

nati's fashion centers) will be
especially popular.
Hobble skirts with bustles and
bows, ballerina skirts with
shortened bolero jackets, and
dresses trimmed with wide, round
collars gathered with ribbons
are still in vogue.
Most hair styles feature the '48
version of the short bob-the hair
is featherly wreathed close to the
head. However, Californ~a designers say this is the season for
fashionable mademoiselles to
wear their halr the longest ever.
They suggest a mid-waist "Cinderella" length caught by gay
ribbons.
And now, Dame Fashion answers the oft asked question,
"Why the 'new look'? Why attire
our modern lasses like the 'oldfashioned girl' on a candy box?"
There is a reason. A most significant one. Via .fashion the
world is returning to the days of
c~~valry and. gra.cio.qs~ess. With
A m e r i c a n . girls adopting the
8
placing winter's swish of taffeta graceful and the demute, the
Gras Party, B·lZ, tth Floor, and silence of satin. Silk prints gallantry of polished young genDowntown Colle1~
(now being shown at Cincin- tlemen is bound to shine forth •

'"IE:~~~:,este.;e:er:~:

..lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~llHlllllUlllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllli

REGISTRATION
DATES GIVEN

New Look Variations

Thursday, January 22 - League
Bowling, 7:30, Evanston Cam·
pus Alleys.
Dame Fashion for spring of '48
Choral Club Practice, 8:oo, 4th promises "new look" variations
to please the tastes of the most
Floor Downtown College.
critical "new-look-er-oners". DeYou'll be surprised. Your house is. Last year in
Monday, January 26 - Friday, mure feminine grace that ballerJanuary 30 ·...:. Examination ina lengths have inspired will be
Cincinnati, there wer~ twice as many people injured
Week, Downtown College.
enhanced by the frilled trappin~s
in home accidents as in motor vehicle accidents.
Monday, January 26 - League .decreed to be added for· the EasBowling, 7:30 and 9:30, Evan· ter Parade..
Twenty-three people were killed falling down
ston Campus Alleys.
Al though some designers favo:
steps and stairways. For safety's sake, light those
ankle-length suits reminiscent of
Wednesday, January 28 - League those worn by the belles of the
dark, danger spots in your home. Light is the most
Bowling, 7:30, Evanston Cam- stage coach era, other designers
pus Alleys.
.
are holding to the m i d c a I f
·economical accidellt insurance you can buy.
Thursday, January 29 - League lengths. However, all agree that
Bowling, 7:30, Evanston Cam· the soft flowing lines introduced
pus Alleys.
this past fall will dominate the
THE CINCINNATI GAS 6 ELECTRIC CO.
Choral Club Practice, 8:00 4th fashion scene~ Promise of fashFloor, Downtown College.
ion lovliness is unequaled.
This spring, warm shades of
Monday, February 2 - League red-red and gold-gold will vie
Bowling, 7:30 .and 9:30, Evan· with the more conventional pas:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHI, ston Campus Alleys.
tels of the season. Sweet pink
Monday, February 2 throurh will be the most oft chosen of the
E!
.
Wednesday, February 4 - Se· delicate hues; rose grays and
mester Holiday.
beiges will again be popular.
Thursday, February 5! - Second
Rieb regal elegance of material

WHICH IS MOR£ DANGEROUS ?

Any student or group of students may participate in the contest, with no restrictions on the
size or number of entries. Previous registration of floats will
not be required. If entries are
brought to the first floor of the
Evening College on the day of
the dance, the committee will
handle all details from that point.
Selection will be made by thrP.e
judges, members of the faculty.
The Rhythm Aces, who also
provided music for the "Merry
Christmas" Party, have been en.;,,
gaged to furnish danceable tunes
from 8 till 12.

·~·~.~ell-· :~~~t~ft.7~~ec~:~t;i:e~~t~~~d;:~
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Muskie Cagers Display
Sig11s Of Grea~ Season
In Taking 7 .0 f Last 8

Hirt111en Mix In Fast Break With Slow Double
Pivot Ancl Stiff Defense In Downing Unbeaten
Ball State, Seton Hall And U. of Louisville
By Jude Hil1
Finally finding themselves after a shaky start, Coach
Lew Hirt's Xavier cagers zoomed into the nation's collegiate
basketball eye with a classy three-week campaign that netted
seven wins and an off-day loss to a potent Bowling Green
aggregation. Air-tight defensive play combined with a sound

offense were evident in each of
the. Musketeer contests. Highlighting the period were victories over previously unbeaten
teams from Ball State, Seton Hall,
Louisville, and a highly-touted
Lawrence Tech squad.
Before 2600 fans the Muskies,
with five men hitting double fi-

Bob Strimer's visiting five. This
· t mas
cone1ud e d X's pre - Chrts
·schedule.
Ball State Bounced
Resuming their hardwood activities on Monday, Dec. 30, the
Muskies took previously unbeaten Ball State into camp 51-39

XAVIER: SPORTS
lntramurals
Dirt's Basket Swishing_
Off With Two
Aggregation Seeks To
ff00p (;lashes .
The 1948 Intramural basketball
season started off with a bang
Tuesday night and if the first two
games are any indication, it
promises some fast and furious
competition. The fleet Bombers
mowed down Bks. 13 to the tune

Prolong Two Win Streaks

Cagers· Invade Dixie To Meet. Vanderbilt Five;
Will Engage Kent State On Home Court
By Jim Keefe
Lew Hirt's remarkable Musketeers will attempt to prolong two individual winning streaks next week when they
tangle with Vanderbilt's fighting Commodores and the Kent
State Golden Flashes. On Tuesday, they will be attempting
to make it two wins in two tries this season against Vander-

of 42-34 in an interesting game.
Another close battle marked the
opener of the day league which
went into two overtime periods
before the XU News was able to bilt, having triumphed in an earlier clash, 79..42. On Saturday.the - ..- .............
eiverge victorious over the X Muskies will try to corral their
Squires, 34-30.
The two cross-courts will prob- eighth straight win on their own
ably be completed by Monday home floor when they play host
By Bob Coates
and thereafter two .games may to the Golden Flashes of Kent
State.
be played simultaneously. All
Coach Bob Polk of Vanderbilt The Lawrence Tech game was
intramural participants, especiwill
start approximately the same the first time a Musketeer basally team captains, should riote
the following carefully. All in- lineup that lost to Xavier in the ketball game was ever televised.
formation pertaining· to intra- fieldhouse during the Christmas Station WWJTV of Detroit pie;
murals, including schedules will vacation. Billy Joe Adcock and tured the contest. The first time
be posted on the bulletin board Hayworth Parks will start at
a Muskie cage
ga·me ·was
daily. Team captains are request- forwards, Pete Robinson will
ed to turn in the results within open at center, and Mike Craig
broadcast was
24 hours after completion of and Bob McQuire will hold down
on February 22,
any game so that an accurate the starting guard assignments.
1939, when thd
record may ·be kept. To enable Up to press time, the ·commoB I u e Battlers
the News to give better accounts dores were sporting a 3-4 record,
lost to iK e nof games, it is suggested that a defeating, Lipscomb, Mississippi
tucky at Lexwritten notation containing team U., and Southwestern, while losington. The
names, outcome, officials, and ing to Mississippi State, Missistation was
outstanding players be turned sippi U., and Tulane.
WLAP of LexAgainst Kent State, the Musington.
into Mr. Biatt's office•.
Bo~ Coates
Games will start promptly on kies will not only be attempting
•
the hour, 10 minute quarters, 5 to prolong their undefeated home It ls not difficult to see how
minute intermission at the half, skein, but also gain revenge for college teams in small towns can
no time outs. All games will ter- a 50-37 pasting administered to maintain an unbeaten home recminate at 10 minutes to the hour, Xavier last year by the Golden ort over a span of years. The
regardless of the amount of time Flashes. So far this season, Kent local officials seem to favor the
left to play except in case of a State has won 5 games and lost home club, perhaps became of
tie game. In tie games, the first 2. The Flashes have claimed vic- another job in the offing.
team to score a 2 point advantage tories over Ashland, Muskingum,
in the overtime period will be Youngstown, Albion (Mich.), and The Coliseum in Detroit is
the winner. The floor will b,e Youngstown while losing to built like an arena with an 8,500
cleared by 10:10 as the building Western Reserve and Mount Un- seating capacity. The promoters
ion.
will be closed at 10:30.
Probable starting lineup for of the athletic events there have
ever-improving Musketeers. Bel- Coach Harry Adams' . Golden been holding dances after the
ford's eight lead the sub-par F l ash e s will include Leroy contests to attract larger crowds.
Thompson at center, Jerry Ami- They hire the best bands availoutfit.
co and Fred Klaisner at forwards, able, such as Ray McKinley and
Seton Ball -Set Back
Bobby Sherwood, who will both
In the'most thrilling ball game and Harry Anderson and Bill be featured at the next home
Sudeck
at
guards.
Of
this
startplayed at· the fieldhouse so far
game. For the Xavier game they
this season X added :to their ing five, only sophomore Jerry did not have a dance and drew
soaring prestige before 4,500 by Amico failed to win a varsity the largest gathering to date. All
toppling the highly rated Seton letter last year. Center Leroy 6,000 fans were convinced that
Hall five 41-34, Sunday night, Thompson and guard Harry An- the Blue Battlers are the best
Jan. 4. The easterners boasted derson are currently leading the performers they have seen.
an eight game streak and a spot- Kent State scoring parade with
•
less record before game time but 65 and 64 points respectively.
What this sector needs ls
they soon found out they were in
some young blood to crack the
for a rough evening as the batgreybeard .officials clique on the
tling Muskies took a 6-0 lead and
local basketball scene.
went on from there to lead the
New Jersey hoop artists 18-15
The Muskies have trouble hitat half time. Early in the second
ting their shots against transMr. George E. Hiatt has issued
half, the Pirates pulled even at
parent glass backboards. The
19-19 but Alston's free toss a call for all prospective boxers, Bowling Green and LT floors
moved X into a lead they never interested in entering the Gold- were equipped with glass boards.
relinquished. As was the case in en Gloves Tournament, to reg- At BG Lew Hirt's men hit only
most of their other victories the ister with him at his office in 13 of 76 shots for 17 per cent, the
Hirtmen forced the game into a the fieldhouse. The first elimina- lowest of the season.
very slow tempo that threw the tion bouts will be held Monday,
•
Seton Hallers way off their usu- Jan. 26 at Music Hall witlt the
Statistics
for
the first half of
al quick breaking offensive semi-finals on Feb. 2, and the
the
season,
including
those of the
stride. Hirt used eight men in the finals on Feb. 9. The winners in
win, which must rank with the the various divisions will be pro- Lawrence Tech game:
FG FTA FT PF TP
Purdue victory in its big time claimed Champions of Cincin- Players
proportions. Art Morthorst hit nati and besides· the numerous Morthorst
50 45 22 35 122
for 14 and Malcolm McMullen for prizes donated by ·interested mer- Mc Mullen 47 48 23 48 117
10 to lead the spirited Muskies. chants and newspapers, will also Boxwell
38 57 36 31 112
Frank Saul, whose brilliant pass- be entitled to the expense paid Schueller
44 32 15 21 103
25 23 15 29 65
ing and shooting ability kept the trip to participate in Chicago's Alston
crowd in a constant frenzy, rang famed Tournament of Champions. Kartholl
22 25 12 18 56
in 13 for the Pirates. This sucIf sufficient interest is shown, Mc Quade
13
8
5 3 31
cess over 'Coach Reitmeir's fine a boxing coach will probably be 81.ssmeyer
9 13
5 25 30
outfit made it five straight and engaged to enable Xavier to Korb
12 15
6 17 23
a clean sweep of all games played make· a creditable showing. All Oberting
7
2
1 4 15
during the vacation period.
students interested in participat- J, Scully
1 11
5 4 1
ing in boxing, whether they in- Benjamin
3
2
0 8 8
Louisville Lashed
0 . 0
0 1 0
Xavier's rampaging Musketeers tend to enter the Golden Gloves D. Scully
marked up their ninth victory or not, are asked to communicate Team'• total points 130, averare
of ithe season, and their sixth their interest to Mr. Hiatt so that 58.
straight, when they defeated he may have some idea of the
Opponent's total points 803,
equipment ana facilities needed. averare 48.
(Continued on Pate 7)
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Sportstistics
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Boxwell whips the nets for 2 points against Seton Ball. Xavier
upset the Pirates, 41-34.
gures, took a big early lead and
continued the sizzling pace to
establish a new Xavier scoring
mark in romping to a 79-42 win
over an outclassed Vanderbilt
squad Saturday night, December
20. Schueller with 12, Morthorst
and McMullen with 11, and Bolton
and McQuade with 10 points led
the onslaught. Adcock, Commodore forward, contributed 5 field
goals and 7 foul shots to keep the
17 point average he sported before
the game. Every member of the
Xavier squad played and most of
them shared in the point making.
Wesleyan Waxed
Displaying slow but very sound
basketball, the Blue Battalion
presented Coach Hirt with an
early Christmas present by decisively whipping Ohio Wesleyan,
54-34, on Dec. 22. After 10 minutes of play X held a one point
advantage 13-12 but Boxwell and
Schueller warmed up and . made
it a comfortable 30-21 at intermission. Xavier dominated the
second half, throwing up a terrific defense against the fast
breaking Bishops. Alston's ace
clefe'nsive work put him in the
spotlight with Boxwell, who took
down ~ffensive honors with 15
points. Rowland's 10 counters
made him top soorer for Coach

before a nice gathering at the
fieldhouse. It was another case of
X's defense, being too stout as
the quick breaking Cardinals
were held to a scant 13 point
first half total. X's ability to hit
from long range and their superior rebound power told the
story. Schueller's devastating onehanded pump shots accounted for
8 field goals and these plus one
charity toss netted Howie 17
points and high honors for the
evening. Malcolm McMullen and
Capt. Art Morthorst turned in
their usual fine brands of play.
Heller and Sexton split 18 of the
losers total to share honors for
the State cagers.
_
Creighton Crumbled
Befuddling a weak Creighton
team with an occasional fast
break, along with their usual
slow tactics, the rangy X club
made it 7 wins in 9 starts and 4
straight by thumping the Omaha
lads 62 to 36 at the fieldhouse
Saturday night, Jan. 3. The
travel weary Blue·· Jays were
strictly no match for the Blue
and White, and at half time;· they
had gathered a paltry 8 points to
X's 29. Xavier's 12 man squad all
saw considerable action and all
but <me tallied. Capt. Art Morthorst potted 13 points to lead the

• •

Hiatt Sounds
Call For Golden
Gloves Boxers

• • •

• •
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AS I SEE IT:

Goin' To The Garden!
BY Dlelc Henlcel
Garden Ho! Coach Lew Hirt's rough-riding cagers had no
sooner toppled classy Seton Hall from the nation's unbeaten ranks
than scores of rabid Xavier adherents .began an undercurrent of talk
which. would ha~e our crow~-pleasing Musketeers basking in .the
well-bghted confines of Madison Square Garden when that mecca
of the nation's ·better ball clubs holds its Invitational in March. That slightly over-confident hope
is a little far-fetched so early in the season, but it
indicates better than anything else the heights
the successful Blue and White cagers have in. vaded thus far this season.
Barring all but the most calamitous of developments, X appears to be a cinch to produce the
greatest basketball season in the school's history.
If there is anyone who cares to take the ·bet, you
could probably win easy money on the Musketeer's grabbing off 20 victories out of the 27 games
on their schedule, and such a record far surpasses
Dick Henkel
anything previous quintets have been able to muster.
If the Hirtmen's ·present roaring pace can be maintained, it is
not too remote a possibility that they can bounce themselves into
a Garden invitation, but.for the present we'll settle for those 20 wins.
APPLAUDING THE CLASSICS ••••
When the starting five in the Creighton game (Boxwell,
Kai'tholl, McMullen, Alst'~, and Morthorst) left the game with five
minutes remaining in the first half and the scoreboard reading 23-4
in their favor, the applause tendered that quintet began an innovatiOn by Fieldhouse spectators. The applause was a far cry from
the hysterical ovation usually accorded a fine athletic performance.
It was s1milar to that heard more often as a salute to an excellent
virtuoso performance. The Muskie defensive performance in those
first fifteen minutes of the Creighton game was duplicated in every
home game since. If it keeps up· someone is sure to dub the Fieldhouse the "western branch of the Metropolitan Opera House" anci as · far as we're concerned Ezio Pinza, Rose Bampton, Rise
Stevens, Lauritz Melchior, et al, need not b~ offended by the comparison.. Those Muskies are real artists!
RUNNING IT INTO THE GROUND •• •.
This column dislikes confining itself to continual praise of the
Xavier cagers, but we'll run the issue into the ground a little further by calling attention to the upward curve in attendance at home
hoop contests. From reports thus far it appears that our fair-haired
boys are stealing the show from Sam Feinberg's Music Hall collosal
array of the nation's "best," although that may not be the result
if total profits are conside1·ed.
Personally speaking for a moment, this column is currently reveling in the bright news repeatedly emanating from Xavier athletic
efforts this year. After the consistent excuse-making of the 1946-47
season, this year is like walking into the Promised Land from out of
Arctk wastes. Ah yes, life is grand. . .
1
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Promises Of Futrire Great As Hirt's
Hoopsters Compile Victory String
(Continued from Page ~)
Louisvilie U. 62-34. It was the
first loss for the Cardinals who
had beaten such teams as Pittsburgh and Georgetown, D. C. The
Muskies are still undefeated on
their home floor.
It was a combination"of supe1·b
defense· and a well-geared offense that spelled victory for X.
Boxwell was high point man with
16 and Schueller was next in
line with 14. Coleman, Louisville
center, hit for 13 .
The Cardinals took an early
lead as Coleman tossed in a field
goal after the tipoff. Xavier came
back and took the lead 6-2 with
Capt. Morthorst and McMullen
scoring. Louisville fought hard
and, with half ·of the first half
gone, went ahead for the last
time 13-12. At the end of the
first half Xavier led 27-19.
The second half was all Xavier with Boxwell and Schueller
hitting the hoop and Alston thrilling everyone· with his fine defensive play. The Musketeers
pulled away in this half and there
was little doubt of what the outcome would be.
Interested spectators to the
game were the U. of Cincinnati
basketball team.
Beegees Snap Streak
The Bowling Green Falcons
spoiled Xavier's six-game winning streak when the Hirtmen
bowed in defeat, 54-36, in the Bee
Gee's fieldhouse. Xavier definitely was off their usual form while
the Falcons played a good alert
ball game which tells the story
of the contest.
Xavier led only once in the
game, 4-2, after the first three
minutes had passed. From this
point Bowling Green took command of the situation and was
never headed. Score at halftime
was 24-15 in the Falcon's favor.·
Xavier returned in the begin-

RECORDS

ning minutes of the second half
SHEET MUSIC
to their usual game and closed
the gap to. 26-21 but' again the
GREETING CARDS
fast break of Bowling Green
rolled over Xavier to go on to
win the game.
Capt. Art Morthorst was high
man for Xavier with seven points.
34-36 E. Fifth St.
Stan Weber, B.G. forward, was
high man in the contest with 19.
Share, the Falcon's high point
man for the season, was held to :1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
six points, four of which were §
·
§
foul shots.
5
5
:
NEW
:
Lawrence Tech Taken
Xavier's basketballers after §
ENGLAND
§
losing a tough game to Bowling 5
5
Green Friday night rebounded
HAT
§
the following day to upset the 5
5
highly favored Lawrence Tech 5
5
five 66-50 at the Fairgrounds §
MANUFACTURING §
Coliseum in Detroit. The win was 5
5
Xavier's tenth in thirteen games §
COMPANY
§
and the loss was only the second 5
S
in fourteen for the Detroiters, §
§
utah State being the other team 5 118 East Sixth Street 5
to beat them.
§
Cincinnati, Ohio
The Musketeers led all the §
§
way except at midway in the 5
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
5
first half . when the game was
Proprietor
locked in a nine all tie. The tie 5 ,
5
was broken by Kartholl and Als- :I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111In
ton on successive field goals and
X continued to accumulate points
with Boxwell and Kartholl doing
th~ heavy firing. At the half the
Muskies were leading 28-22.
In the second half Xaviel""combined a fast offense with their
tight defense and increased their FLA.CH /lROTHERS
margin to win 66-50. Lawrence
Tech's big gun, Norm Hankins,
Wholeaale Grocer•
jammed against Xavier's tight defense and was only able to score
fourteen points as contrasted to
•
an average of twenty-five in his
team's first thirteen games.
Tech was held to fifteen goals
2nd and Vine Street.
and would have appeared badly
beaten had it not been for their
Cincinnati, Ohio
efficiency at the free-throw line,
where they made two-fifths of
their points.
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Vaughn once again displays his vocal versatility-backed
up by the Moon Maids. You'll like this record - so lend an ear!
Another great record is the one belonging to Camel cigarettes.

More people are swoking Camels than ever before!
Trr. Camels! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who
have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience:'! ___
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Cadets Organize
Five ROTC Cadets
Campus Chapter To Receive ''Bars"
The Military Department disOf Pershing Rifles closed
the names of five ROTC
Several ROTC Cadets met last
week with a delegation of the
Pershing Rifle Company of the
University of Cincinnati to form
a Xavier company of Pershing
Rifles.
The Rifles were first organized by General John J. Pershing,
then Military Instructor at the
University of Nebraska. As years
passed the idea of the Rifles
achieved great popularity ans
· spread through out the colleges
of the United States, until today
almost every college has a Rifle
unit.
It is the purpose of the Persh- ·ing Rifle Club to promote interest in military training, but it also
serves to bring the cadets together socially. A Pershing Rifle
cadet is a cadet well versed in
the Manual of Arms and the
schools of soldier and squad and
as a mark of distinction wears
the Pershing Rifle citation cord.

College graduates of 1948 going
into business or industry can expect an average starting salary
of ·about $235 a month, with a
wage twie!e that sum-on the
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
Cadets who will recieve their reaverage-in five years, a surserve comm1ss1ons as s e c o n d
energy restoring food makes it an essential
vey by Frank S. Endicott, direclieutenants in the U. S. Army
in every student's diet.
.
tor of the Northwestern Univerearly in February.
sity placement bureau reveals.
The Cadets are: Lt. Colonel
Robert E. Polewski, Battalion
The Drug Store closest to
Commander; Major Richard E.
Xavier University
Dreyer; Captain Joseph E. V<Jet;
1
lst Lt. James P. Breslin; and 1st
The Abe Baumring
2519 Vine Street
AV. 6480
Lt. Clifford T. Miller. Captain
Pharmacy
John T. Cully will receive a simiEVANSTON
5 r= r=
(E IE F F F F l'E F r#Jr#ir'§J
lar
commission
upon
completion
IJ.:=:=:=:=::=:::=:=:=::=:~=:===:=~~----------------------_:::.._
of summer camp.
·~

Too Important To Forget _....

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.

e

____

Dads', Club Election

McLemore Answered

(Continued from Page 2)
16 years old, and a hard war was being fought, the one man next
to the President of the United States whom the troops wanted to see
was a bobsled nosed fellow named Bob Hope."
It appeared apparent to Xaverianus that Mc Lemore had made
no effort to determine the age and general make-up of the students
who had made this poll. At Xavier University, one of the schools
involved, almost 70 percent of the students are veterans, which
means that when Mc Lemore's hard war was being fought they
were fighting it! ' They who fought the war turned thumbs down
on the program of a man who supposedly entertained them during
the war. Statistics throughout the nation show that th~e are few
colleges whose male students aren't 50 percent veterans. Perhaps
Mc Lemore didn't know this.
Henry Mc Lemore continued, "At the time I am speaking of
there ~ere 14,000,000 American troops in this war, and I'm willing
to back the shot and shell judgment of these men against any jukebox playing sophomore who ever lived. Boys, let me tell you something. When you were reading headlines, he was making them."
Xaverianus was one of these troops who had the misfortune of
viewing Bob Hope's "sensational" entertainment. Hope and Colonna
reached Berlin in the late summer of 1945 and put on the most
"stinko" exhibition Xaverianus witnessed while in the army. They
performed like a couple of hams who had made the trip just because they wanted to see what Berlin looked like after the war.
Their show was disjointed, lacked everything, and appeared totally
unprepared. Twd out of every three of their attempts at humor
were on the low side, directly insulting the intelligence of every
GI in the audience. Xaverianus couldn't bring himself to stay for
the finish of the show, and walked out. Hope's performance was
the only USO show that Xaverianus felt it better to absent himself
from. After the show, even GI's who thrived on sensational literature and foul jokes remarked that it was a lousy show.
Xaverianus was amazed by Mc Lemore's definition of class:
"This country pays off for class - and class alone. When I say
'class', I mean someone who has, well, let's call it the sensitive
touch; someone who knows what his fellow Americans will pay for."
By virtue of this ,definition class would mean just about everything
good, bad, ,,.or indifferent in the world.
Mc Lemor9e continued his disparaging remarks with, "It's not
your fault, boys, that when men were slipping slugs in a .45 you
were dropping slugs in a juke-box. The next time a war comes
around you will all have to do it, and then you will know, when
you haven't shaved in 11 days, have no shoes on your feet, and no
food in your belly, what a guy from home, with a lilting heart,
can mean," - Xaverianus wonders how the wounded veterans in
the 400 colleges conducting the Radio Acceptance Poll felt about
that statement and the following: "Now, you college children, go
back to your ... general all 'round general babyness ... I know that
in your heart the world is too big for you now."
Xaverianus marked this article off-as just the sort of thing the
Radio Acceptance Po1lsters were organized to counteract. Clean,
decent and entertaining radio programs, which is .the goal of RAP
will aid every Kinerican parent in safeguarding the mqrals of his
offspring. Xaverianus hopes that Mr. Hope's program will remain
at the bottom of the RAP list until it has been "cleaned up".
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .w a a a . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . _ , l f l l l l I

"~n can count
on Chesterfields
ABCS to give you
a grand smoke"

M
L9RETTA YOUNG
COSTARS IN SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S
NfW PICTUU

"THE BISHOP'S

HESTERFIELD

lllH..........._.1
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Discbarre Papers -
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Due to the graduation of these
Cadets, Colonel Dunn announced
that he would be accepting applications from veterans of one
or more years service until February 6.

According to an announcement by the Rev. Lester A.
Linz, S.J., the Dads club fa'culty moderator, Joseph H. Albers, president of the J. H.
A "Metaphysical" Definition , Albers Company, has been
VACATION: "A' vacation is a elected club president.
Other officers are Jerome J.
succession of 2's. It consists of 2
weeks, which are 2 short. After- , Feiertag, vice-president; John
ward, you are 2 tired 2 return 2 J. Fischer, second vice-president; John L. McCarty, secrework and 2 broke not 2."
tary; and Edward V. Winter,
treasurer.
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!

XAVERIANUS

Graduate8 .In The Money
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Marrlare License etc.
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